PRESS RELEASE

Metabo Introduces 9” Masonry Cutting Tool
The next generation in masonry and concrete cutting tools!

February 4, 2020 – West Chester, PA –
Metabo Corporation, a leading German international manufacturer of professional grade cordless and corded hand-held power tools and accessories in the US, launches their new 9” Masonry Cutting Tool.

“The 9” masonry cutting tool (T 24-230 MVT CED) featured at World of Concrete 2020, is the part of the next generation of cutting tools. This powerful 6,600 RPM tool includes a diamond cutting wheel with tool-less depth adjustment and metal base plate with rollers. These features enable the T 24-230 MVT CED to make precise cuts in concrete up to 2-3/8” in an instant. It’s dust protection system feature significantly reduces airborne dust, making it also OSHA compliant when paired with ASR 35 ACP HEPA vacuum,” says Terry Tuerk, Senior Product Manager.

The new 9” masonry cutting tool joins Metabo’s full line of concrete and masonry solutions, in particular:
Metabo’s 5” masonry cutting/scoring tool with guide rollers (W 12-125 HD CED Plus), wall chaser (MFE 40) and W 12-125 HD tuck pointing kit. Each of these tools are also a solution to a specific application.

The 5” masonry cutting / scoring grinder (W 12-125 Set CED Plus) with guide rollers make precise cuts in concrete up to 1-1/16” deep, while minimizing concrete dust, it has a no-load speed of 9,600 rpm and 10.5 Amps.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
While the 5” tuck-pointing kit (W 12-125 HD Tuck Point Kit) is perfect for the quick removal of mortar joints for repointing. It has a no-load speed of 9,600 and 10.5 Amps.

Metabo’s high powered Wall chaser (MFE 40) has a no-load speed of 5,000 RPM derived from its unique planetary double gear reduction, which makes easy work of cutting channels into plaster or concrete (up to 1-9/16” deep and 3/8” -1-3/8” wide) for the installation of wiring, conduit or pipe.

The W 12-125 HD CED Plus, W 12-125 HD tuck point kit and T 24-230 MVT CED all include a high-performance diamond cutting wheel, making them job ready. And when paired with a suitable dust extractor, like the Metabo ASR 35 ACP HEPA, they are OSHA compliant! See these tools and more at World of Concrete 2020. We are outside at booth O30426.

To find out more about the tools mentioned above and other Metabo product offerings, please visit:

- 9” Masonry Cutting Tool: T 24-230 MVT CED
- 5” Masonry Cutting / Scoring Tool: W 12-125 HD Set CED Plus
- Wall Chaser: MFE 40
- W 12-125 HD Set Tuck-Pointing Angle Grinder
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For a hard copy of the catalog, send your name and mailing address to info@metabousa.com

Find us online:

[YouTube](https://www.youtube.com)
[Facebook](https://www.facebook.com)
[Twitter](https://twitter.com)
[Instagram](https://www.instagram.com)
[LinkedIn](https://www.linkedin.com)

Metabo USA Website

ABOUT METABO: Engineered in Germany, Metabo’s premium line of power tools are designed specifically for professional users to provide the highest level of safety, reliability, and performance. Metabo manufactures both corded and cordless power tools, as well as a full line of abrasives and accessories for metalworking, concrete and many other industrial and construction applications. Our extensive line of tools includes angle grinders, die grinders, drills, rotary hammers and dustless systems. Also, the Metabo Ultra-M LiHD battery technology offers users the mobility and power for the most demanding industrial applications.